Esri India Training Catalogue

Building Skilled GIS Workforce
ArcGIS is a complete platform that individuals and organizations use to find, explore,
create, and share maps; apply geospatial data, tools, and models to solve problems;
collaborate in groups and communities; and deploy geospatial resources whenever
and wherever they are needed.
The latest release of ArcGIS transforms how geographic information will be accessed
and managed by geographic information system (GIS) professionals, like yourself, and
organizations. GIS professionals can now benefit from complete web GIS that
integrates desktops and servers as well as mobile and web applications and includes
additional tools and infrastructure needed to extend the reach of your existing GIS.
Esri India instructor-led training provides the foundation you need to learn how to build
a strong platform, extend it across your organization, and fully leverage your GIS
investment. Courses are available to help you speed up your adoption of new
technology; be more productive; and more easily share and collaborate with
colleagues, decision makers, and the general public.
Staying current with the latest technology will give you a competitive edge and help
you address the social, economic, business, and environmental issues that shape our
world.

Course Offerings
ArcGIS Foundational Courses
ArcGIS foundational courses are designed to meet the learning needs of professionals
whose GIS experience ranges from zero to extensive, the foundational courses cover
core ArcGIS platform capabilities and widely used workflows.
ArcGIS Advance Courses
ArcGIS advanced courses are designed to meet the requirements of GIS professional
including developers, system and database administrators. These courses focus on
best practices to manage and secure GIS infrastructure, including data, applications,
servers, and users.
ArcGIS Specialised Courses
ArcGIS Specialised courses are for analysts, professionals and leaders using ArcGIS
to support specific industry applications. The courses are designed to meet specific
requirements of industry specific workflows.
Imagery Courses
Imagery courses are for GIS and Remote Sensing professionals who work with
imagery for mapping and analysis using ENVI software. The courses covers basics of
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Remote Sensing and Image Processing, ENVI core functionalities, spectral analysis,
LiDAR and SAR data processing.
Utilities and Communication Courses
Utilities and Communication courses are for GIS professionals who want to learn
specialized software including ArcFM, Fibre Manager and Cellular Expert. Courses are
designed to meet the requirements of users (editors, viewers), data managers and
GIS administrators.

Training Options
Esri training options teach GIS problem-solving skills and best practices to accomplish
GIS tasks and workflows. The training options at Esri India are categorised as:


Instructor-led Courses
o Standard Training Courses
o Customised Training Courses
o Certification Preparation Workshop



E-Learning Courses

Instructor-led Training format
Esri instructor-led courses take an immersive, experiential approach to learning. Their
design incorporates proven adult-learning principles and focuses on interaction and
skills application to ensure that learners acquire relevant and directly applicable
workplace knowledge and skills.
The course format includes the following:





Interactive discussions with learners contributing real-world experiences
Demonstrations and hands-on individual exercises
Facilitated group exercises
Activities and problem-solving scenarios that encourage peer-to-peer learning

Esri Certified Instructors
All Esri instructors have achieved Esri technical certification and CompTIA CTT+
certification. CompTIA CTT+ is an international certification that covers core instructor
skills, including preparation, presentation, communication, facilitation, and evaluation,
in both a traditional and online classroom environment.
E-Learning Courses
Esri self-paced e-learning courses are designed to supplement and extend instructorled courses; provide focused training for specific GIS tasks; and support those who
need immediate, just-in-time training.
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The web course design features interactive conceptual material, demonstrations, and
hands-on exercises designed to help learners immediately apply concepts and
reinforce skills. To view available web courses, go to esri.com/coursecatalog.

Esri India Learning Pass—Because Convenience Matters
With the Esri India Learning Pass, purchasing and managing GIS training is
convenient. Your organization purchases training days in advance and redeem them
for courses and classes as needed.

Find Out More about Esri India Training
For the latest class schedules and detailed course descriptions and to register visit
esriindia.com/training.
Get connected at training@esriindia.com
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ArcGIS Foundational Courses
Designed to meet the learning needs of professionals whose GIS experience ranges from zero to
extensive, the foundational courses cover core ArcGIS platform capabilities and widely used workflows.
Learners will master fundamental GIS concepts; gain the hands-on practice needed to efficiently apply
ArcGIS best practices; produce reliable results from spatial analysis projects; and transform authoritative
maps, data, and ArcGIS tools into services that can be easily shared with anyone on any device.

ArcGIS 1: Introduction to GIS

ArcGIS 2: Essential Workflows

Two days (16 hours)

Three days (24 hours)

Overview

Overview

This course introduces GIS concepts and ArcGIS tools used to
visualize real-world features, discover patterns, obtain information,
and communicate that information to others. Using the ArcGIS
platform, you will create GIS maps and explore the data behind the
maps as you master fundamental concepts that underlie GIS
technology.

In this course, you will acquire skills that will prepare you to
perform the most common ArcGIS workflows. Primarily using
ArcGIS for Desktop and ArcGIS Online, you will explore, manage,
and analyze geographic data and create informative maps. The
course covers techniques to effectively share your ArcGIS work
with decision makers, colleagues, and the public.

Who Should Attend

Who Should Attend

Individuals with no prior GIS education or workplace experience
with GIS

Individuals with an introductory-level knowledge of GIS concepts
and limited ArcGIS experience

Learn How To

Learn How To

• Quickly create and share a GIS map.

• Combine data from different sources to create accurate,
informative maps.

• Find and organize geographic data and other content for a
mapping project.
• Accurately display features on a GIS map and access
information about them.

• Organize, create, and edit geographic data to maintain its
accuracy.
• Design an attractive page layout for maps that will be printed.

• Perform spatial analysis to answer questions and create new
information.

• Apply a standard workflow to analyze GIS data and solve spatial
problems.

• Share GIS maps and analysis results so they are easily
accessible to desktop, web, and mobile device users.

• Share maps and analysis results so they are accessible on
multiple devices.

Prerequisite: None

Prerequisite: ArcGIS 1: Introduction to GIS

ArcGIS 3: Performing Analysis

ArcGIS 4: Sharing Content on the Web

Two days (16 hours)

Two days (16 hours)

Overview

Overview

This course teaches a standard workflow you can apply to any
spatial analysis project. Working with a variety of ArcGIS tools and
data, you will perform different types of analyses to efficiently
create reliable results that support informed decision making. This
course is taught using ArcGIS for Desktop Advanced, and some
course exercises use tools provided in the ArcGIS Spatial Analyst
extension.

Using ArcGIS, you can easily share geographic content so it is
accessible to everyone who needs it, when they need it,
however they want to access it. This course teaches how to
publish your organization’s authoritative GIS data, maps, and
tools as ArcGIS services that can be discovered and used on
desktops, the web, and mobile devices.

Who Should Attend

• GIS professionals who need to share their authoritative content

GIS analysts, specialists, and others who manage or conduct
spatial analysis projects

• Developers who want to incorporate ArcGIS services into
custom apps

Learn How To

• Administrators who need to understand the process for
publishing ArcGIS services

• Choose appropriate data, methods, and tools to plan,
execute, and document a given analysis project.
• Automate analysis tasks using geoprocessing models.

• Determine which sharing option is appropriate for your needs.

• Create a weighted suitability model to select the optimal
location for a new site.

• Author and publish map services to share your authoritative GIS
data.

• Apply spatial statistics to examine distribution patterns and identify
hot spots.

• Publish feature services to enable data editing over the web.

Who Should Attend

• Model temporal data to analyze and visualize change over time.

Learn How To

• Create and publish image services to provide fast access to
imagery.

• Share analysis results so they are accessible and repeatable.

• Publish geoprocessing services to share analysis workflows and
results.

Prerequisite: ArcGIS 2: Essential Workflows

• Share GIS resources as stand-alone services and in web maps
and apps.
Prerequisite: ArcGIS 2: Essential Workflows
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ArcGIS Advance Courses
Introduction to ArcGIS Pro for GIS
Professionals
Two Days (16 hours)

Building Geodatabases
Three days (24 hours)
Overview

ArcGIS Pro, a new application included with ArcGIS 10.3 for
Desktop, is designed to help GIS professionals complete their
projects and share their results more quickly and easily than ever
before. With its modern ribbon interface and integration of 2D and
3D capabilities, ArcGIS Pro will streamline the way you do your GIS
work. This course will prepare you to be productive right away with
ArcGIS Pro and efficiently complete different tasks related to
mapping, editing, geoprocessing, and analysis.

Master the essential concepts and skills needed to efficiently
create a geodatabase, add data to it, and realistically model
the real-world spatial relationships inherent to your data. You
will learn about unique geodatabase features that help ensure
data integrity over time and why the geodatabase is the
preferred format for storing and managing geographic data in
ArcGIS. Course concepts apply to file-based and multiuser
ArcSDE geodatabases. This course is taught using ArcGIS for
Desktop Advanced.

Who Should Attend

Who Should Attend

Experienced ArcGIS for Desktop users

• GIS data managers, analysts, specialists, data technicians,

Overview

database administrators, and others who manage and maintain

Learn How To
• Create an ArcGIS Pro project and assign tasks.
• Import maps created in ArcMap and access both local and
online data.

data stored in a geodatabase
• GIS managers who need to understand the capabilities of the
geodatabase

• Efficiently edit features and attributes.

Learn How To

• Perform geoprocessing and analysis tasks using tools and
models.

• Access GIS data stored in file-based geodatabases, multiuser
geodatabases, and GIS servers.
• Create an appropriate geodatabase structure to organize
data for efficient storage, display, and editing.
• Add rules and behaviors to ensure the spatial and attribute
integrity of geographic data.
• Jump-start geodatabase design using a template data model.

• Create 3D data and 3D scenes and convert a 2D map to a 3D
scene
• Create multiple layouts from a single map.

Prerequisite: ArcGIS 2: Essential Workflows

• Create a geodata service to share a geodatabase with desktop,
web, and mobile users.

Prerequisite: ArcGIS 2: Essential Workflows

Editing Data with ArcGIS for Desktop
Two days (16 hours)

ArcGIS for Server:
Site Configuration and Administration
Three days (24 hours)

Overview

Overview

To produce GIS maps and analysis results that support informed
decision making, accurate data is essential. This course teaches
methods to accurately create and maintain data stored in a
geodatabase. You will learn a recommended workflow for data
automation and practice with tools and techniques that help ensure
data integrity during editing.

This course teaches how to successfully install, configure, and
manage an ArcGIS for Server system that enables GIS content
sharing across the enterprise or on the web. You will explore the
ArcGIS for Server architecture and apply recommended workflows
to configure ArcGIS Server sites and manage GIS services,
applications, data, and users. Techniques and best practices to
ensure performance, security, and reliability are emphasized.

Who Should Attend
GIS technicians, specialists, and other experienced ArcGIS users
who create and maintain their organization’s geographic data

Learn How To
• Apply a standard editing workflow to manage updates to your
GIS database.
• Efficiently create and edit feature geometry and attributes.
• Solve common data alignment issues.
• Maintain accurate spatial relationships among features using
topology.

Prerequisite: ArcGIS 2: Essential Workflows

Who Should Attend
IT administrators, system administrators, GIS web administrators,
and others who install, manage, or support an ArcGIS for Server
system

Learn How To
• Successfully install ArcGIS for Server and create an ArcGIS
Server site.
• Configure the ArcGIS Web Adaptor component to integrate your
ArcGIS server with a web server.
• Publish services that have the capabilities required for your
applications.
• Plan, create, and update a cache for high-performing map and
image services.
• Tune and monitor services to ensure high performance.
• Implement security for your site and services that meets the
needs of your organization.

Prerequisite: ArcGIS 4: Sharing Content on the Web
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System Architecture Design Strategies

Configuring and
Geodatabase

Three days (24 hours)

Manging

the

Multiuser

Three days (24 hours)
Overview
This course covers GIS architecture design strategies and
infrastructure architecture alternatives that support successful
enterprise operations. You will learn comprehensive guidelines for
planning and selecting a system solution that meets your
organization’s needs. This course also covers performance
validation and system capacity planning techniques for enterprise
GIS deployments.

Who Should Attend
• Senior architecture consultants and software architects who
need to increase their knowledge of enterprise GIS system
design
• GIS managers, project managers, and software developers who
need to understand system architecture and hardware capacity
planning criteria
• IT and system administrators and consultants who need to
understand, identify, and troubleshoot performance problems
with existing GIS environments

Learn How To
• Identify and define user workflow requirements for an enterprise
GIS.
• Describe software deployment patterns appropriate for each
identified user workflow.
• Recognize system design factors that impact GIS software
performance and scalability.
• Identify network bandwidth requirements and remote client
performance expectations.
• Describe platform architecture deployment patterns for meeting
your system non-functional deployment requirements.
• Select platform technology that will satisfy ArcGIS performance
and capacity needs.
• Apply best practices for incorporating security throughout system
design and deployment.
• Identify a target IT platform and network solutions that satisfies
your peak system performance needs.

Prerequisite:

Knowledge

of

System

Design,

Overview
This course prepares you to successfully deploy a multiuser
geodatabase to manage your organization's critical
geographic data assets. You will learn about the multiuser
geodatabase architecture and installation options, and how
to configure the geodatabase for efficient data storage and
delivery of data access and editing capabilities to many
users. Although course exercises use the enterprise
geodatabase, many course concepts also apply to
workgroup geodatabases.

Who Should Attend
Spatial database administrators and GIS data managers who
need to create, configure, and manage a multiuser ArcSDE
geodatabase.

Learn How To
• Install ArcSDE technology and configure it for your relational
database management system.
• Create and connect to a multiuser geodatabase.
• Efficiently load and update data in a multiuser geodatabase.
• Configure storage settings to support your organization's data
management workflows.
• Set up user roles and permissions to provide secure data
access.
• Apply best practices to optimize geodatabase performance.

Prerequisite: ArcGIS 2: Essential Workflows or equivalent
knowledge is required. Experience managing a relational
database management system is required.

Project

Management

Implementing Versioned Workflows in a
Multiuser Geodatabase

Distributing
Replication

Three days (24 hours)

Two days (16 hours)

Overview
A successful multiuser editing environment requires a sound
versioning workflow that minimizes disruption to editors, ensures
the integrity of GIS data, and integrates well with existing business
workflows—all while maintaining optimal database performance.
This course explores a variety of versioned editing workflows and
examines how versioning decisions impact data accuracy and
database performance.

Who Should Attend
GIS database managers and administrators

Learn How To
• Deploy a versioning workflow that meets your organization’s
needs.
• Efficiently load data into a versioned feature class.
• Manage multiple geodatabase versions.
• Monitor and maintain database performance in a
versioned editing environment.

Prerequisite: ArcGIS 2: Essential Workflows

Data

Using

Geodatabase

Overview
Geodatabase replication is a powerful way to extend access to
GIS data stored in a multiuser geodatabase across organizations
and into the field. This course teaches how to plan for and
implement geodatabase replication to support multiuser editing
workflows and data-sharing initiatives. You will learn best
practices for protecting the integrity of your production database
while meeting the needs of desktop, mobile, and online users.

Who Should Attend
GIS database managers and administrators who need to
incorporate geodatabase replication into their organization’s
business and versioned editing workflows.

Learn How To
• Determine the number and type of replicas needed to
support your organization’s GIS workflows and applications.
• Use DBMS queries and ArcGIS tools to create and manage
replicas.
• Plan and implement an efficient synchronization strategy for
your data distribution architecture.

Prerequisite:
Implementing
Geodatabase

ArcGIS 2: Essential Workflows and
Versioned Workflows in a Multiuser
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Deploying and
Geodatabase

Maintaining

a

Multiuser

Implementing Esri Geoportal Server
Two days (16 hours)

Two days (16 hours)
Overview

Overview
This course prepares you to successfully deploy a multiuser
geodatabase to manage your organization’s geographic data
assets. You will explore the multiuser geodatabase architecture
and installation options and learn how to configure the
geodatabase for efficient data storage and delivery of data access
and editing capabilities to many users. While course exercises use
the enterprise geodatabase, many course concepts also apply to
workgroup geodatabases.

Esri Geoportal Server is a free and
implementing local, regional, national,
infrastructure (SDI) portals. It provides
tools, services preview, administration,
synchronization modules necessary for a
course teaches how to install, customize,
the open-source Esri Geoportal Server.

open-source product for
and global spatial data
the framework, discovery
publishing, and resource
successful geoportal. This
and use a geoportal using

Who Should Attend
Who Should Attend
Spatial database administrators and GIS data managers

Learn How To
• Install ArcSDE technology and configure it for your relational
database management system.
• Create and connect to a multiuser geodatabase.
• Efficiently load and update data in a multiuser geodatabase.
• Configure storage settings to support your organization’s data
management workflows.
• Set up user roles and permissions to provide secure data
access.
• Apply best practices to optimize geodatabase performance.

• Technical staff from an Esri partner, distributor, or distributor
partner who will implement Esri Geoportal Server for end users
(After completing the course, Esri partners, distributors, and
distributor partners may offer implementation services for Esri
Geoportal Server.)
• GIS data managers, analysts, specialists, data technicians,
database administrators, or others who need to store and
manage geospatial resources

Learn How To
• Install an Esri Geoportal Server instance.
• Integrate a geoportal into an enterprise GIS architecture.
• Understand how to use client tools to perform effective searches

Prerequisite: Completion of ArcGIS 2: Essential Workflows or

• Know how to participate in the Esri Geoportal Server open-source
project.

equivalent knowledge. Experience managing a relational database
management system

Prerequisite: should have a general understanding of web services
(ArcGIS Server services or OGC services such as W*S and CS-W);
how to access an Oracle, SQL Server, PostgreSQL, or MySQL
database; and how to administer a Windows or UNIX operating
system. Experience with XML is recommended for the configuration
and customization topics.

Developing Web Apps
ArcGIS API for JavaScript

with

Three days (24 hours)
Overview
This course teaches how to use ArcGIS API for JavaScript to
efficiently build high-performing, engaging web applications that
meet the needs of their intended audience. You will learn about
the classes available
in the API, how to use them in a JavaScript-based web
application, and how to incorporate ArcGIS services and ArcGIS
Online content to enhance your applications.

Who Should Attend
JavaScript developers who want to create applications that
include ArcGIS services and functionality

Learn How To
• Build, test, and deploy a web application using ArcGIS API for
JavaScript.

Building Desktop Applications using ArcGIS
Runtime SDK for WPF
Three days (24 hours)
Overview
Using ArcGIS Runtime SDK for .NET, developers can quickly
create high-performing apps for Windows Desktop, Windows
Store, and Windows Phone that include interactive mapping,
querying, geocoding, routing, data editing, and advanced tools
for geographic analysis.

Who Should Attend
Microsoft .NET developers who want to create desktop
applications or add location-based functionality to existing
application

Learn How To
• Introduction to the ArcGIS Runtime SDK

• Use the ArcGIS platform to incorporate ready-to-use content and
online services that allow end users to visualize, query, and edit
data.

• Getting started with the SDK

• Configure API components to meet user requirements.

• Using GIS functionality

• Apply best practices to ensure high performance and proper
communication between the client application and web server.

Prerequisite: ArcGIS 4: Sharing Content on the Web or

• Displaying data effectively
• Adding data editing functionality
• Performing geoprocessing

•

Deploying ArcGIS Runtime applications

equivalent knowledge is required.

Prerequisite: Working knowledge on GIS and .Net
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Introduction to Geoprocessing Scripts Using
Python
Three days (24 hours)
Overview
Python scripts reduce the time spent on complex or repetitive
tasks, enabling GIS staff to be more productive. This course
teaches how to create Python scripts to automate tasks
related to data management, feature editing, geoprocessing
and analysis, and map production using ArcGIS. You will also
learn how to share your Python scripts so your key GIS
workflows are accessible to others.

ArcGIS Online for Organizations
Subscriptions: Workflows (User and
Publisher)
One day
Overview

Who Should Attend

Your ArcGIS Online organizational site is a source for web
maps, apps, and rich content that enhances and adds value
to many types of projects. In this workshop, the instructor
shows how to discover the content available on an ArcGIS
Online organizational site, determine if the content is suitable
for your needs, interact with the content in web maps, and
add web maps directly to your Microsoft Office projects.

GIS analysts, specialists, data processors, and others who
want to auto-mate ArcGIS tasks and workflows

Who Should Attend

Learn How To
• Choose a Python scripting environment that meets your
needs.
• Incorporate cursors, describe objects, and list objects
into scripts to manage and update data.
• Use ArcPyTM classes and geometry objects to create
and update features and perform geoprocessing
operations.
• Use the ArcPy mapping module to automate map
document and layer management.
• Apply techniques to ensure valid script syntax and error
handling.

Knowledge workers, managers, and other professionals
whose projects will benefit from content shared to their
organization’s ArcGIS Online site

Prerequisite:

Familiarity

with

ArcGIS

Online

is

recommended.

• Create custom script tools and geoprocessing
packages to share your scripts.

Prerequisite: Completion of ArcGIS 2: Essential Workflows
and ArcGIS 3: Performing Analysis or equivalent knowledge is
required.

ArcGIS Specialized Courses
Using ArcGIS for Geospatial Intelligence
Three days (24 hours)
Overview
This course teaches recommended geospatial workflows that
support the production of timely, accurate, and actionable
intelligence. Using realistic data and operational problems, you
will learn how to manage, analyze, and visualize geospatial data,
then share your work by producing mission-specific products
aligned with industry best practices.

Introduction to Geospatial Concepts for
Intelligence Operations
Two days (16 hours)
Overview

Who Should Attend

This course teaches fundamental geospatial concepts that apply to
data, maps, and analysis workflows widely used for intelligence
production, planning, and operations. Using relevant operational
scenarios, you will explore ArcGIS capabilities and learn
techniques to efficiently access, visualize, and analyze geospatial
data for use in intelligence products.

Entry- to midlevel geospatial intelligence analysts working in the
military, intelligence, and national security communities

Who Should Attend

Learn How To

Professionals in the military, intelligence, and national security
communities who have minimal or no geospatial experience

• Evaluate and prepare geospatial data for use in multi-INT
fusion, analysis, and intelligence products.

• Perform different types of geospatial analyses (including
terrain, raster-based, viewshed, and temporal) to evaluate
potential threats and identify patterns, hot spots, and clusters.

• Evaluate suitability of multiple locations for tactical operations.
• Create operational map products that include military grids,
operational overlays, and military standard symbology.

• Disseminate geospatial products and information using map

Learn How To
• Identify appropriate geospatial data for visualization and
analysis.
• Organize, create, and manage geospatial data stored in a
geodatabase.
• Accurately and effectively display a variety of data, including
imagery, on a map.
Create products for dissemination that support mission
planning and intelligence operations

packages, GeoPDFs, web maps, and KML/KMZ files.

Prerequisite: Geospatial Concepts for Intelligence Operations

Prerequisite: None
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Exploring Enterprise GIS: A Workshop for Leaders
One day
Overview
Get the context needed to understand how enterprise GIS supports daily operations and spurs innovation. You will explore common
business patterns that drive initial GIS adoption and the unique ArcGIS platform capabilities that yield strategic insights and better decision
making. Examples of how organizations in a variety of industries achieve value through enterprise utilization of ArcGIS tools, content, and
work-flows are presented.

Who Should Attend
C-level executives, IT and GIS managers, system architects, and decision makers in business, government, education, and nonprofit
organizations

Introduction to Esri Production Mapping
Five days (40 hours)
Overview
In this course, you will acquire the necessary skills to use and
configure Esri Production Mapping. The course covers how to
enhance productivity by standardizing feature collection, editing,
and data management. You will learn how to use ArcGIS Data
Reviewer for Desktop to find, track, and correct spatial and attribute
errors in GIS data. You will work with Esri Production Mapping tools
to create standard map products and manage cartographic
production. Using ArcGIS Workflow Manager, you will configure
workflows to streamline your repeatable production tasks.

Quality Control Using ArcGIS Data Reviewer for
Desktop
Two days (16 hours)
Overview
This course teaches how to use ArcGIS Data Reviewer for Desktop
to manage and automate the quality control review process. After
exploring fundamental components of quality control, you will
practice techniques to discover and document data quality
requirements. You will gain hands-on experience configuring and
running automated data checks and then performing a systematic
visual review. Techniques to maintain a historical record of your
quality control review and methods for reporting your results are
also covered.

Who Should Attend
GIS specialists, technicians, spatial data managers, project
managers, and others who need to manage and publish accurate
data and cartographic products using standardized and repeatable
workflows

Learn How To
• Extend and configure geodatabase validation with the product

Who Should Attend
GIS technicians, spatial data managers, and project managers who
need to oversee or perform data quality checks using ArcGIS Data
Reviewer for Desktop.
Anyone working with Esri Production Mapping, Esri Defense
Mapping, or a stand-alone license of ArcGIS Data Reviewer for
Desktop.

library.

• Efficiently load data using Data Loader.
• Edit and attribute features using Esri Production Mapping.
• Perform automated and visual data validation checks using
ArcGIS Data Reviewer for Desktop.

• Configure and use templates to create standard cartographic
products.

• Store, access, manage, and configure Product Library for
cartographic production.
• Streamline workflows using ArcGIS Workflow Manager.

Learn How To
•
•
•
•
•

Document quality requirements.
Automate data validation.
Perform a systematic visual review.
Centrally document and manage data issues.
Track the entire error life cycle.

Prerequisite: ArcGIS 2: Essential Workflows

Prerequisite: ArcGIS 2: Essential Workflows and Designing Maps
with ArcGIS or equivalent knowledge is required.

Imagery Courses
Introduction to Remote Sensing with ENVI

Exploring ENVI

Two Days(16 hours)

Three Days(24 hours)

Overview

Overview

This course will introduce the basic concepts of multispectral
remote sensing image analysis with ENVI.
The course cover the basics of multispectral remote sensing,
coupled with exercises that reinforce concepts and introduce the
image visualization and analysis with ENVI.

This course teaches about the core functionality of ENVI. An
introduction to hyperspectral data analysis that can be used as a
stepping-stone for learning about ENVI’s advanced hyperspectral
analysis capabilities will be given.
Data from various multi-spectral, hyperspectral and radar sensors,
including ASTER, AVIRIS, Quickbird, RadarSat, AVHRR, SPOT,
Landsat, TMS, and USGS DEM data are used in a mixture of
lectures and exercises. Ways to extend ENVI using batch
processing, Band and Spectral Math, and Feature Extraction
among other Tools will be shown. Introduced to the new ENVI
paradigm – ENVI Zoom.

Prerequisite: The class is designed for those with little or no
experience with multi-band data, and can be used as a springboard
for learning skills offered in our advanced ENVI classes.

Prerequisite: A basic level of remote sensing knowledge
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Spectral Analysis with ENVI

Extracting Information from LiDAR

Three Days(24 hours)

One Day(8 hours)

Overview

Overview

Discover the power of the spectral analysis tools that make ENVI
the industry leader in hyperspectral imagery exploitation.
Hyperspectral data analysis allows the identification of materials on
the Earth’s surface due to the detailed sampling of the
electromagnetic spectrum by hyperspectral sensors.

ENVI LiDAR is an interactive geospatial software environment for
extracting 3D features and elevation-based products from LiDAR
data quickly and easily.

This course focuses first on understanding the theory behind
hyperspectral imaging, and then challenges the student to apply
the theory with ENVI’s advanced analysis and mapping algorithms.

ENVI LiDAR supports most common LiDAR formats such as LAS,
Binary, ASCII, and NITF LiDAR. Using ENVI LiDAR processing,
you can generate elevation products such as Digital Surface
Models (DSMs), Digital Elevation Models (DEMs), and digital
elevation contours.

Topics covered include image classification, principle components
analysis, Minimum Noise Fraction, spectral libraries, spectral
signatures, whole-pixel and sub-pixel analysis, and ENVI’s powerful
endmember extraction algorithms..

ENVI LiDAR automatically extracts 3D features from LiDAR point
clouds such as buildings, trees, power lines, and power poles.
Products derived from LiDAR data processing are ready for import
directly into a GIS.

Prerequisite: A basic level of remote sensing knowledge is

Prerequisite: A basic understanding of LiDAR data is useful but

necessary to take advantage of what this course has to offer. This
is an advanced ENVI class; a working knowledge of ENVI is
desirable.

not necessary. Some experience with remote sensing and/or GIS
software is useful but not necessary.

Processing SAR data with SARscape ENVI Module
Four Days(32 hours)
Overview
This course teaches how to use the SARscape module of ENVI to generate meaningful SAR products from different kinds of SAR data.
The course will focus on different aspects of SAR processing such as:
Basic SAR Processing (focusing, multilooking, filtering, geocoding)
SAR and DinSAR interferometry
Stacking (Small BASeline (SBAS) and Persistent Scatterer (PS) approach)
Geophysical Modelling

Prerequisite: Basic understanding of the radar terminology is required

Utilities and Communication Courses
Following is the list of courses offered under Utilities and Communication Courses. The Primary
Audience for these courses are GIS users (mappers, editors and data managers), GIS administrators,
GIS developers

Working With ArcFM – Electric, Water and Gas

Configuring ArcFM

Five days (40 hours)

Three days (24 hours)

Overview

Overview

Equips beginning Electric, Gas, or Water end-users to sketch, edit,
analyze, and output utility data in the GIS, using ArcFM and ArcMap tools.

Learn How To
• GIS concepts (features, attributes, behaviours)
• Map navigation tools, including ArcFM Locator and ArcFM Identify
• Feature sketching tools, including ArcFM Attribute Editor and ArcFM
Favourites

• Precision feature editing tools , including Direction, Length, Parallel,
Trace Offset
Quality Assurance/Quality Check tools, including ArcFM QA/QC
ArcFM Traces for Electric, Gas or Water networks
Symbol formatting and labelling, including ArcFM Stored Displays
Map printing and exporting, including ArcFM Page Templates and
ArcFM Map Books
• Session Manager tools for following an edit approval process

•
•
•
•

Prepares GIS administrators to determine and implement the
out-of-the-box ArcFM functionality and settings best suited to
their users’ needs.

Learn How To
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ArcFM System Tables
ArcFM Snapping Manager
ArcFM Properties Manager
Assigning ArcFM Auto updaters and Model Names
Geometric Networks
ArcFM QA/QC
ArcFM Stored Displays, Page Templates, and Documents
ArcFM Feature Favourites, Composite Favourites, and
Template Favourites
• ArcFM Map Books
• Versioning and Session Manager

Prerequisite: Experience working in Microsoft Windows
Prerequisite: Working with ArcFM or Accelerated ArcFM
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Working With Fiber Manger

Introduction to Cellular Expert

Three days (24 hours)

Three days (24 hours)

Overview

Overview

Equips end-users to sketch, edit, analyze, and output fiber optic
location and connection data in the GIS.

The course covers introduction to Cellular Expert concepts,
overall Cellular Expert functionality and practical exercises.

Learn How To

• Cellular Expert architecture, data model and database

Learn How To
• GIS concepts (features, attributes, behaviours)
• Map navigation tools, including ArcFM Locator and ArcFM Identify
• Feature sketching tools, including ArcFM Attribute Editor and ArcFM
Favourites

• Precision feature editing tools , including Direction, Length, Parallel,
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trace Offset
Creating and sketching ArcFM Favourites
Documenting connections at splice points, splitters and other devices
Tracing the network
Creating fiber reports and schematics
Map printing and exporting, including ArcFM Page Templates
Session Manager tools for following an edit approval process

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

structure overview;
Creating and managing Personal Geodatabase;
Management of base station radio equipment;
Signal strength and best server predictions calculation;
Visibility analysis, complex visibility, Fresnel visibility;
Point-to-point analysis: path profiling;
Hata type prediction model analysis and calculation;
Line Of Sight type prediction model analysis and
calculation;
Walfish-Ikegami prediction model analysis and
Calculation

Prerequisite: Working knowledge of ArcGIS, Spatial
Prerequisite: Experience working in Microsoft Windows

Analyst; Knowledge of Telecommunications

Accelerated ArcFM Electric, Water and Gas
Two days (16 hours)
Overview
Introduces experienced ArcMap end-users to Electric

Learn How To
•
•
•
•
•
•

ArcFM navigation tools, including ArcFM Locator and ArcFM Identify
ArcFM feature sketching tools, including ArcFM Attribute Editor and ArcFM Favourites
ArcFM Quality Assurance/Quality Check tools, including ArcFM QA/QC
ArcFM Traces for Electric, Gas or Water networks
ArcFM formatting and printing tools, including ArcFM Stored Displays, ArcFM Page Templates and ArcFM Map Books
Session Manager tools for following an edit approval process
Prerequisite: ArcGIS I, ArcGIS II, or equivalent ArcMap experience

Certification Preparation Workshop
Skills and knowledge acquired on the job are the best preparation for a certification exam. Candidates
should carefully review the detailed exam information on the Esri Technical Certification website to
determine if their skills align with the skills measured by an exam.

Esri India offers preparation course for


ArcGIS Desktop Associate Certification (Duration- 16 hours)

The prep course is a comprehensive review of the GIS skills and knowledge.
These sessions provides


Overview of essential ArcGIS for Desktop tools and work-flows to strengthen your skills.



Step-by-step exercises to reinforce what you’ve learned.



Challenge questions to test your knowledge.
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By the end of the Workshop:
The candidate is able to demonstrate comprehension of basic ArcGIS concepts and processes
including: ArcGIS platform awareness, basic analysis tools, and coordinate systems.
Additionally, the candidate should be able to use ArcGIS for Desktop applications to perform the
following functions at a basic level: mapping and visualization, editing workflows, and file geodatabase
management.

Registration for Course
For registration or more information on course availability, please contact an Esri India training consultant at
training@esriindia.com or call at 1800-102-1918

Why choose Esri India for your GIS training?






Certified and highly qualified instructors - All Instructors have an excellent
approach to training delivery and are Esri product and CompTIA CTT + certified
(an industry standard for IT Training delivery).
Esri India’s training standards - conform to Esri’s worldwide standards and
aim to achieve easy and comprehensive learning.
Real time scenarios- The training is based on application oriented real life
exercises with emphasis on hands-on-training.
Optimal Batch size - With 1:1 man machine ratio we have an optimal batch
size of 8-10 participants
ESRI India Certificate- on completion of training
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